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LAGC: Lazily Aggregated Gradient Coding for
Straggler-Tolerant and Communication-Efficient
Distributed Learning
Jingjing Zhang and Osvaldo Simeone , Fellow, IEEE
Abstract— Gradient-based distributed learning in parameter
server (PS) computing architectures is subject to random delays
due to straggling worker nodes and to possible communica-
tion bottlenecks between PS and workers. Solutions have been
recently proposed to separately address these impairments based
on the ideas of gradient coding (GC), worker grouping, and
adaptive worker selection. This article provides a unified analysis
of these techniques in terms of wall-clock time, communication,
and computation complexity measures. Furthermore, in order to
combine the benefits of GC and grouping in terms of robustness
to stragglers with the communication and computation load gains
of adaptive selection, novel strategies, named lazily aggregated
GC (LAGC) and grouped-LAG (G-LAG), are introduced. Analy-
sis and results show that G-LAG provides the best wall-clock
time and communication performance while maintaining a low
computational cost, for two representative distributions of the
computing times of the worker nodes.
Index Terms— Adaptive selection, coding, distributed learning,
gradient descent (GD), grouping.
I. INTRODUCTION
IN ORDER to scale machine learning in order to cope withlarge volumes of input data, distributed implementations of
gradient-based methods that leverage the parallelism of first-
order optimization techniques are commonly adopted [1]–[3].
A standard large-scale distributed computing architecture
relies on many parallel worker nodes to perform iterative
computations of the gradients and on a central parameter
server (PS) to aggregate the computed gradients and communi-
cate with the workers [4], [5]. The PS computing architecture
is subject to two key impairments. First, the potentially high
tail of the distribution of the computing times at the workers
can cause significant slowdowns in wall-clock runtime per
iteration due to straggling workers [6]. Second, the communi-
cation overhead resulting from intensive two-way communica-
tions between the PS and the workers may require significant
networking resources to be available in order not to dominate
the overall runtime [7].
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TABLE I
QUALITATIVE COMPARISONS WITH RESPECT
TO STANDARD (DISTRIBUTED) GD
Recently, solutions have been developed that aim at improv-
ing robustness to stragglers—namely, gradient coding (GC)
and grouping [8], [9]—or communication load—namely, adap-
tive selection [10] (see Table I for a summary). GC, introduced
in [8], increases robustness to stragglers by leveraging storage
and computation redundancy at the worker nodes as compared
with standard (distributed) gradient descent (GD) [11]. With
a redundancy factor r > 1, each worker stores, and computes
on, r times more data than with GD. Under GC, given a
redundancy factor r > 1, up to r−1 stragglers can be tolerated,
while still allowing the PS to exactly compute the gradient at
any iteration. GC requires coding the computed gradients prior
to communication from the workers to the PS and decoding
at the PS.
As a special case of GC, given a redundancy factor r equal
to the number M of workers, each worker can store the entire
data set. Hence, the gradient can be obtained from any worker
without requiring any coding or decoding operation. In the
typical case in which r is smaller than M , the same simple
procedure can be applied to groups of workers. In particular,
given a redundancy factor r , the data set can be partitioned
so that each partition is available to all nodes of a group of r
workers. The PS can then recover the gradient upon receiving
the computations of any server for each group. The outlined
grouping scheme can, hence, tolerate up to (M/r)(r − 1)
stragglers, which may be significantly larger than r − 1 when
M  r [9].
While GC and grouping aim at reducing wall-clock time per
iteration by leveraging storage and computation redundancy,
the goal of adaptive selection is to reduce the communication
and computation loads. This is done by selecting at each iter-
ation a subset of workers to be active [10]. Selection is made
by predicting at the PS (or in a distributed way at the servers)
the servers that are more likely to have informative updates
as compared with their latest communicated gradients. The
approach termed lazily aggregated gradient (LAG) is shown
2162-237X © 2020 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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in [10] to have approximately the same iteration complexity as
GD at substantially reduced communication and computation
loads.
In this article, we provide a unified study of coding, group-
ing, and adaptive selection techniques in terms of wall-clock
runtime, communication load and computation load. Further-
more, in order to combine the benefits of GC and grouping in
terms of robustness to stragglers with the communication and
computation load gains of adaptive selection of LAG, novel
strategies, named lazily aggregated GC (LAGC) and Grouped-
LAG (G-LAG), are introduced.
A. Related Work
The original work [8] on GC described earlier has been
extended in a number of directions. By coding across the
elements of gradient vectors, rather than only across different
gradient vectors as in [8], [12] proposed a variant of GC
that provides a generalized tradeoff in terms of straggler
tolerance, computation, and communication loads. By using
Reed–Solomon codes, [13] improves the computational com-
plexity of GC. GC techniques that enable the approximate,
rather than exact computations of the gradient, were studied in
[14]–[16]. References [17]–[19] considered GC for stochastic
gradient methods. GC is also part of an active line of research
that aims at more generally improving the robustness of
distributed computing (see [20]–[24]).
Another related line of work addresses the communi-
cation overhead of distributed GD. This can be done by
using various methods, such as quantization and sparsification
[25]–[27], which generally entail a performance loss in terms
of accuracy; duality-based methods [28], [29] and approximate
Newton-type methods [30], [31], both of which increase the
computational load in order to guarantee a given accuracy;
and adaptive batch size selection [32], which can reduce
iteration complexity and communication load at a larger
computation cost per iteration than conventional gradient
methods.
Finally, computation complexity in large-scale machine
learning applications has also attracted extensive attention.
The standard approach is stochastic GD (SGD), which trains
using a random mini-batch of samples at each iteration
[33]. A large number of variants of SGD have been pro-
posed that present different tradeoffs among accuracy, com-
munication load, and computation complexity [34]. Typical
solutions include quantization and sparsification [35], [36].
Of particular, practical relevance is also asynchronous schemes
[37], whereby updates by different workers can be aggre-
gated as they are produced with limited need for locking
mechanism [38], [39]. Alternatives to SGD are explored
in [40], [41].
B. Main Contributions
This article studies gradient-based optimization in a dis-
tributed PS architecture that enables GC, grouping, and adap-
tive selection. An analysis of wall-clock runtime complexity,
communication complexity, and computation complexity is
provided to measure the performance of GC, LAG, and of
the newly proposed LAGC and G-LAG methods. The main
contributions are summarized as follows.
1) A novel strategy, named LAGC, is proposed that is
able to leverage the advantages summarized in Table I
of GC and LAG via a specific integration of the two
techniques. As a special case, we also consider a scheme
that only uses grouping and adaptive selection, hence not
requiring coding, which is referred to as G-LAG.
2) We provide an analysis of time complexity, commu-
nication complexity, and computation complexity for
the discussed strategies, namely, GD, GC, and G-
LAG, under the standard assumption of smooth convex
loss. We specifically illustrate the tradeoff among these
metrics under Pareto and exponential distributions for
the random computing times of the workers. These
distributions are representative of high and low tails,
respectively, for computing times.
3) Finally, we present numerical results on baseline regres-
sion tasks in order to study the evolution of the accuracy
and communication and computation loads, as functions
of wall-clock time.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the PS architecture and the adopted performance
metrics. Under this framework, GC and LAG are reviewed
in Section III, and the proposed strategies are presented in
Section IV. Section V provides the analysis of the adopted
metrics along with some numerical illustrations. Section VI
presents some numerical examples for a regression task.
Finally, Section VII concludes the work and also highlights
future research directions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We are given a training data set D = {zn = (xn, yn)}Nn=1,
where the explanatory vector xn ∈ Rd contains d covariates
and the label yn ∈ F takes values in a finite discrete set F.
The objective is to learn a model parameter vector θ ∈ Rp by
minimizing the training loss
L(D; θ) =
∑
zn∈D
(zn; θ) (1)
where (zn; θ) is a loss function that depends on the hypoth-
esis class and on the performance criterion of interest, e.g.,
quadratic error or cross entropy. To tackle the minimization of
function L(D; θ) over vector θ , we consider methods based
on approximate GD steps, whereby parameter θ is updated
iteratively by following the rule:
θ i+1 = θ i − α gˆ(θ i) (2)
with α being the stepsize, superscript i indicating the iteration
index, and gˆ(θ i ) being an estimate of the exact gradient
g(θ i) = ∇L(D; θ i). Note that we focus on full gradient
techniques that aim at linear convergence rates in terms of
number of iterations, and we do not consider SGD methods,
which instead can only achieve sublinear convergence rates
(see [11]).
A PS framework is commonly adopted to run GD using
parallel workers. As shown in Fig. 1, the PS has access to the
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Fig. 1. PS model with storage redundancy r .
entire data set D, and it can communicate with M workers,
which are denoted by set M = {1, 2, . . . , M}. Note that
the workers are part of the same computation system, and
hence, communication is not subject to privacy constraints.
In the following, we describe a framework for a PS-based
implementation of updates (2) that allows us to study in a
unified way GC [8] and (an equivalent variant of) LAG [10],
and to generalize both via the proposed LAGC strategy.
Prior to the start of training, the data set D is partitioned into
S subsets D1, . . . ,DS of equal size, with the partial gradient
of each data partition Ds defined as
gs
(
θ i
) = ∑
zn∈Ds
∇(zn; θ i). (3)
As seen in Fig. 1, to parallelize the computation of the gradient
in (2), each worker m ∈M is assigned Sr = r S/M partitions
for some integer 1 ≤ r ≤ M . The partitions assigned to worker
m are denoted as Dm(1), . . . ,Dm(Sr ), where m( j) ∈ {1, . . . , Sr }
for j = 1, . . . , Sr . Integer r is referred to as the storage
redundancy, since, with an even arrangement of the data
partitions, each partition is replicated r times across workers.
Note that the choice r = M implies that the entire data set D
can be stored at each worker.
To elaborate on the communication and computation pro-
tocol, we define θ im as the version of the model parameter
that worker m ∈ M has available at iteration i prior to
computation. At each iteration i , a subset of workers, denoted
by MiD ⊆ M, is selected to download the model parameter
θ i from the PS. As shown in Fig. 2, each selected worker
m ∈ MiD sets θ im = θ i , and computes the local partial gradi-
ents gm(1)(θ i), . . . , gm(Sr )(θ
i) over all assigned data partitions.
In contrast, each nonselected worker m ∈ M\MiD does not
download the current model parameter from the PS, and it
reuses the locally available parameter vector θ i−1m from the
previous iteration by setting θ im = θ i−1m . As a result, the local
parameter vector θ im is different from global parameter vector
θ i for all workers m ∈M\MiD .
The wall-clock time T im required to complete the compu-
tation of all local gradients at each worker m ∈ MiD is
random, with mean ηr , for some η > 0, proportional to
the workload, which is, in turn, proportional to the storage
redundancy r . Variables {T im}m∈MiD are assumed to be i.i.d.
across the worker index m and iteration index i . This standard
assumption is motivated by the fact that, in most deployments,
Fig. 2. Illustration of the training protocol with M = 4 workers,
MiD = {1, 2, 3} andMiU = {1, 3} at the ith iteration.
the workers are similar machines that operate independently
(see [5], [8], [10], [12]). In this article, we will consider as
representative examples an exponential distribution with mean
ηr and a Pareto distribution with scale-shaped parameter pair
(ηr(β − 1)/β, β), where η > 0 and β > 1 are constants.
The latter has a higher tail than the former, implying a larger
probability of straggling workers.
In order to reduce the time per iteration, as shown in Fig. 2,
the PS may only wait for a subset MiU ⊆MiD of active work-
ers to complete their computations. Each worker m ∈ MiU
uploads a function f im ∈ Rp of the computed partial gradients
{gm( j)(θ i)}Srj=1 at current iteration back to the PS. Based on the
received functions { f im}m∈MiU , and possibly also previously
received functions { f jm}m∈M jU , with j < i , the PS computes
an estimate gˆ(θ i−1) of the gradient. Note that each worker
m in subset MiD\MiU downloads the model parameter θ i
but it does not upload a local update due to the excessive
time elapsed for its computation. Similar to each worker in
subset M\MiD , the workers in subset MiD\MiU also reuse
the outdated gradients {gm( j)(θ i−1)}Srj=1 for the local parameter
vector θ im = θ i−1m .
The PS then updates the model parameter θ i via the rule in
(2). The PS also keeps track of the workers’ parameter vectors
{θ im}m∈M. The next iteration i +1 then starts with the workers
in subset Mi+1D downloading the updated model θ i+1 from
the PS. The training continues until a convergence criterion is
satisfied or a maximum number of iterations is reached.
Throughout this article, by following [10], [38], and [42],
we make the following standard assumptions on the
local loss functions Ls(θ) = ∑zn∈Ds (zn; θ) for each
data partition Ds and on the overall loss function
L(θ) = ∑Ss=1 Ls(θ) = L(D; θ).
Assumption 1: The local loss functions Ls(θ) are Ls -smooth
for s = 1, . . . , S, for some Ls > 0, that is, we have the
inequalities
||∇Ls(θ) − ∇Ls
(
θ ′
)||2 ≤ L2s ||θ − θ ′||2 (4)
for all θ and θ ′ ∈ Rp; and for s = 1, . . . , S, and the
loss function L(θ) is L-smooth with L ≤ ∑Ss=1 Ls . From
(4), the smoothness parameters Ls determine the rate of
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variability of the gradient of each local loss function Ls(θ).
The parameters {Ls} are assumed to be known, and they can be
practically estimated using techniques, such as those discussed
in [43].
Assumption 2: L(θ) is µ-strongly convex, or more generally,
it satisfies the Polyak Łojasiewicz condition for some µ > 0,
i.e., it satisfies the inequality
2µ
(
L(θ) − L(θ∗)) ≤ ||g(θ)||2 (5)
for all θ ∈ Rp, where θ∗ is a minimum of L(θ). Note that the
minimum θ∗ is unique for strongly convex function. From (5),
the norm of the gradient can be used as a measure of distance
to the optimal value of the loss function.
A. Performance Metrics
We are interested in studying the performance in terms of
training accuracy, communication load, and computation load
as a function of the wall-clock time. To this end, we start by
defining the number I of iterations of the SGD rule (2) carried
out by time t as
I (t) = max
{
I :
I∑
i=1
max
m∈MiU
{
T im
} ≤ t
}
. (6)
Note that I (t) is a random variable due to the randomness of
the times T im and of the subsetsMiU . Furthermore, the quantity
maxm∈MiU {T im} represents the time per iteration since the PS
waits for all the workers in subsetMiU to finish their respective
computations. For each iteration i , the communication load
is defined as the sum of the numbers |MiD| of workers that
download model parameters from the PS and of the numbers
|MiU | of workers that upload the computed gradients to the
PS. It follows that the communication load C(t) as a function
of time t is given as
C(t) =
I (t)∑
i=1
(∣∣MiD∣∣+ ∣∣MiU ∣∣). (7)
We also define the computation load as the total number
of gradients per data point computed at the workers. The
computation load at time t is given by
P(t) =
I (t)∑
i=1
r
M
∣∣MiD∣∣ (8)
since each worker in set MiD computes r N/M local gradients.
Note that the workers inMiU\MiD may compute only partially
the local gradients, but here, we do not make this distinction
since, in practice, this would require additional signaling from
PS to the workers. Finally, the training loss optimality gap at
time t is given by
L(t) = L(θ I (t))− L(θ∗). (9)
Beside the random tuple (L(t), C(t), P(t)), we also con-
sider the time complexity, the communication complexity, and
the computation complexity, which are summary metrics that
measure as the average time, communication load, and compu-
tation load needed to ensure an optimality gap equal to  > 0.
Accordingly, defining as the (random) number of iterations
needed to obtain an -optimality gap, also known as iteration
complexity [10], I = min{I : ||L(θ I ) − L(θ∗)||2 ≤ },
the wall clock time complexity is defined as
¯T = E
[ I∑
i=1
max
m∈MiU
{
T im
}] (10)
the communication complexity as
¯C = E
[ I∑
i=1
∣∣MiD∣∣+ ∣∣MiU ∣∣
]
(11)
and the computation complexity as
¯P = E
[ I∑
i=1
r
M
∣∣MiD∣∣
]
. (12)
We note that we have included in the wall-clock time only
the durations of the computation steps, hence excluding the
contribution of communications. This allows to more clearly
highlighting the tradeoff between computing and communica-
tion. A compound wall-clock runtime metric that accounts for
both computation and communication can be easily derived
from the results in this article.
III. BACKGROUND
In this section, we review the state-of-art techniques GC [8]
and LAG [10].
A. Gradient Coding
GC, introduced in [8], is an exact full-GD approach, imple-
menting rule (2) with gˆ(θ i) = g(θ i), that aims at mitigating
straggling workers by leveraging storage and computational
redundancy. Prior to training, GC replicates each data partition
r > 1 times across the workers. To this end, data set D is
first divided into S = M partitions {Ds}Ss=1. Each partition
Ds is stored at r workers, and we have Sr = r partitions at
each worker. Specifically, worker m stores partition D[m+i]M
with i = 0, . . . , r − 1, with [m]M = modM(m − 1) + 1
and modM(·) being the modulo-M operation (see Fig. 3 for
example). At each iteration i , all the workers download the
model θ i from the PS to execute the computations, i.e., we
have MiD =M (recall Fig. 2). Note that, for GC, we, hence,
have the local parameter given as θ im = θ i for all the workers.
The PS waits only the fastest F workers to finish their com-
putations, yielding the subset MiU = {m ∈ M : T im ≤ T iF :M},
where T iF :M is the F th order statistic of the variables {T im}Mm=1.
To enable the recovery of the gradient g(θ i) at the PS, each of
the worker in MiU sends a designed linear combination f im of
the computed partial gradients {gm(i)(θ i)}Sri=1 to the PS. The PS
then computes a linear combination of the vectors { f im}m∈MiU
in order to recover the full gradient g(θ i). In order to guarantee
the existence of linear encoding and decoding functions that
enable the recovery of the full gradient g(θ i ) for any set of
F workers, the inequality F ≥ M − r + 1 is necessary and
sufficient [8].
As a special case of GC, if r = M , the entire data set can
be stored at each worker. In this case, the PS can wait for
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Fig. 3. GC: at current iteration i , the PS can recover the full gradient g(θ i ) by
aggregating the functions f i1 and f i3 received from the fastest workers 1 and 3.
the fastest worker only (F = 1), and no coding and decoding
operations are needed.
Example: Consider M = 3 workers, Sr = 2 data partitions
at each worker, and storage redundancy r = 2. GC allows the
PS to wait only for the F = 2 fastest workers since F = 2 ≥
M − r + 1. As shown in Fig. 3, this is done by splitting data
set D into S = M = 3 partitions D1,D2, and D3. Worker
m = 1, 2 stores Sr = r = 2 partitions Dm and Dm+1, while
and worker 3 stores D3 and D1. The three workers compute
the linear functions indicated in Fig. 3. It can be easily seen
that, by summing functions received from any two workers,
the PS can recover the exact full gradient g(θ i ).
B. Lazily Aggregated Gradient
LAG, proposed in [10], is an approximate GD scheme that
judiciously selects the subset MiD of active workers at each
iteration in order to reduce communication and computation
loads. Unlike GC, LAG does not require storage redundancy,
and hence, we have r = 1. We can also set without loss
of generality S = M and assign each worker m a disjoint
data partition Dm so that Sr = 1. The PS determines the
subset MiD of active workers at each iteration i on the basis
of the estimated change in the gradient for the local loss
function Lm(θ) corresponding to the data partition at worker
m as compared with the latest communicated gradient from
the worker. Note that, since the subset MiD is determined
irrespective of the realization of the computation times, unlike
GC, LAG is not tolerant to stragglers.
In the following, we provide a more detailed description of
LAG. We specifically follow the LAG-PS strategy introduced
in [10]. More precisely, in order to highlight the common
elements with GC, the scheme described here is functionally
equivalent to LAG-PS, but it differs from it in terms of the way
operations are split between encoding functions computed at
the workers and decoding functions evaluated at the PS (see
Remark 1 in the following for details).
At each iteration i , the PS first determines the subset MiD
by checking the following condition for each worker m
L2m
∣∣∣∣θ i−1m − θ i ∣∣∣∣2 ≥ ξα2 M2 D
D∑
d=1
∣∣∣∣θ i+1−d − θ i−d ∣∣∣∣2 (13)
where we recall that Lm is the smoothness constant of the
local function Lm(θ), while ξ < 1 is some constant. By (4),
Fig. 4. LAG: At current iteration i , only worker 1 satisfies Condition (13),
and hence only partial gradient f i1 = gi1 is communicated to the PS for
update.
the left-hand side of (13) represents a bound on the change
in the gradient squared norm expected for the local loss
at worker m as compared with the last available gradient
from the worker. The right-hand side of (13), by the rule
(2), represents the per-server average contribution over the
most recent D iterations to the approximate gradient norm
squared (1/D)
∑D
d=1 || gˆ(θ i−d)||2, scaled by a parameter ξ .
The PS selects the workers that satisfy condition (13), i.e., the
workers that are expected to have a sizeable difference between
the current local gradient and their more recently computed
gradients, and hence, may contribute more significantly to the
model update (2). This yields the subset MiD = {m ∈ M :
(13) holds}.
With the received parameter θ i , each worker m ∈ MiD
computes the local gradient gm(θ i) in (3) and then sends
the result f im = gm(θ i ) to the PS. In contrast, for each
unselected user in subset M\MiD , which does not compute
an update, the outdated partial gradients {gm(θ i−1m )}m∈M\MiD
from iteration i −1 is reused. Note that we have MiU =MiD.
By combining both the computed gradients and the outdated
gradients, the PS estimates the full gradient
gˆ
(
θ i
) = ∑
m∈MiD
gm
(
θ i
)+ ∑
m∈M\MiD
gm
(
θ i−1m
)
. (14)
The PS computes θ i+1, and updates the variables
{θ im = θ i}m∈MiD and {θ im = θ i−1m }m∈M\MiD before moving to
the next iteration.
Example: Consider again M = 3 workers. As shown
in Fig. 4, at each iteration i , the PS checks condition (13)
for each worker. Assume that only worker 1 satisfies it, and
hence, we have MiD =MiU = {1}. Therefore, only worker 1
downloads the current model θ i from the PS. It then computes
the local gradient g1(θ i) and uploads f i1 = g1(θ i ) to the PS.
Combining with the outdated partial gradients g2(θ i−12 ) and
g3(θ i−13 ) of workers 2 and 3, the PS recovers the estimate
gˆ(θ i) = g1(θ i) + g2(θ i−12 ) + g3(θ i−13 ). The PS then updates
θ i+1 and θ i1 = θ i and θ im = θ i−1m for m = 2, 3. The next
iteration i + 1 then continues with a check of condition (13)
by the PS in the same way.
Remark 1: In the original LAG in [10], instead of uploading
gm(θ i ), each worker m ∈MiU transmits to the PS the gradient
change f im = gm(θ i ) − gm(θ i−1m ). The PS then estimates the
full gradient g(θ i) by summing the vectors { f im}m∈MiU to the
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previous gradient estimate gˆ(θ i−1) as [10, eq. (6)]
gˆ
(
θ i
) = gˆ(θ i−1)+ ∑
m∈MiD
f im
= gˆ(θ i−1)+ ∑
m∈MiD
(
gm
(
θ i
)− gm(θ i−1m )). (15)
The update (14) considered here yields by direct computation
the equalities
gˆ
(
θ i
) = ∑
m∈M
gm
(
θ i−1m
)+ ∑
m∈MiD
(
gm
(
θ i
)− gm(θ i−1m ))
(a)=
⎛
⎝ ∑
m∈M\Mi−1D
gm
(
θ i−2m
)+ ∑
m∈Mi−1D
gm
(
θ i−1
)⎞⎠
+
∑
m∈MiD
(
gm
(
θ i
)− gm(θ i−1m ))
= gˆ(θ i−1)+ ∑
m∈MiD
(
gm
(
θ i
)− gm(θ i−1m )) (16)
where (a) holds because we have θ i−2m = θ i−1m for any
m ∈M\Mi−1D at iteration i − 1. From (15) and (16), we can
see that the described LAG and the original LAG in [10] are
equivalent since they use the same gradient estimate in the
update (2).
IV. LAZILY AGGREGATED GRADIENT CODING
In this section, we propose a strategy, named LAGC, that
aims at exploring the tradeoff between the robustness to
stragglers of GC and the computation and communication
efficiency of LAG by generalizing both schemes. The idea
is to cluster all the workers into groups, treat each group as
a single worker in LAG, and, within each group, mitigate the
effect of stragglers by applying for computation redundancy as
in GC. In a manner similar to LAG, the PS selects only groups
of workers that have collectively large expected new contri-
butions to the gradient. The tradeoff between the robustness
to stragglers of GC and the computation and communication
efficiency of LAG can be controlled by selecting the size of the
groups, with GC and LAG being two extreme special cases.
In particular, increasing the size of the groups enhances the
capability of LAGC to mitigate stragglers by utilizing storage
redundancy within each group. Conversely, reducing the size
of the groups gives the PS more flexibility on the selection of
the subset of workers to activate at each iteration, and hence
potentially reducing the computation complexity.
To elaborate, LAGC divides all the M workers into
G = M/MG groups G1, . . . ,GG , each having MG workers,
where design parameter MG is an integer divisor of M . Data
set D is split into S = G partitions D1, . . . ,DG of equal size,
with each partition Dg assigned exclusively to group Gg , for
any g ∈ [G]. In each group, partition Dg is assigned to the
MG workers in Gg by following GC. Accordingly, we further
split Dg into MG equal-size batches Dg,1, . . . ,Dg,MG . Each
partition is then stored at rG = min{r, MG} workers in each
group. Specifically, the mth worker stores partition Dg,[m+i]MG
for i = 0, . . . , rG − 1. Note that, when the design parameter
MG is selected as MG < r , the workers’ storage redundancy
is underused. Furthermore, if MG ≤ r , all workers in a group
Gg can fully store the partition Dg, and hence, as in LAG and
as further discussed in the following, no coding is needed.
We denote as θ ig the model parameter available at all
workers in group Gg at iteration i , i.e., we have {θ im = θ ig}m∈Gg .
At each iteration i , the PS determines the subset of groups to
be activated first. To this end, the PS evaluates the condition
L2g
∣∣∣∣θ i−1g − θ i ∣∣∣∣2 ≥ M2Gξα2 M2 D
D∑
d=1
∣∣∣∣θ i+1−d − θ i−d ∣∣∣∣2 (17)
for all groups {Gg}Gg=1, where we write Lg for the smoothness
constant of the local function Lg(θ) = ∑zn∈Dg (zn; θ) of
each group Gg . In a manner similar to (13), condition (17)
is satisfied by groups that are expected to have a large new
contribution to the model update (2). This is because, the right-
hand side of (17), by the rule (2), represents the per-group
average contribution over the most recent D iterations to the
approximate gradient norm squared (1/D)
∑D
d=1 || gˆ(θ i−d)||2;
while, by (4), the left-hand side of (17) represents a bound
on the change in the gradient squared norm expected for
the local loss at group Gg as compared with the available
gradient of the group at last iteration. The PS selects all the
groups that satisfy condition (17), i.e., the subset of groups
I i = {g ∈ [G] : (17) hold}. All the workers in each group
Gg , with g ∈ I i , download the parameter θ i from the PS,
and the subset MiD of active workers is, hence, given as
MiD =
⋃
g∈I i Gg .
For each selected group with index g ∈ I i , the PS only
waits for the fastest F workers to finish their computations.
As in GC, in order to guarantee the recovery of the full
local gradient gg(θ i) =
∑
zn∈Dg ∇L(zn; θ i ) for each group g,
the condition F ≥ MG −rG +1 is necessary and sufficient [8].
As a result, we have the subset MiU =
⋃
g∈I i {m ∈ Gg :
T im ≤ T g,iF :MG } of workers uploading their gradients to the
PS at iteration i , where T g,iF :MG is the F th order statistic of
the variables {T im}m∈Gg . Note, in particular, that, if MG = r
yielding rG = MG , the PS can wait for the fastest worker
in the group, i.e., F = 1. In fact, each worker can compute
directly the gradient gg(θ i ) for the partition Dg allocated to
group Gg . For the more general case that MG is not equal
to r , each of the F > 1 nonstraggling workers m uploads
a linear combination f im of the computed partial gradients
{gDg,m( j )(θ i )}rGj=1 and the PS decodes the local gradient gg(θ i )
by following GC.
Finally, by combining with the outdated gradients
{gg(θ i−1g )}g∈[G]\Ii from the inactive groups, the PS estimates
the full global gradient g(θ i ) as
gˆ
(
θ i
) = ∑
g∈I i
gg
(
θ i
)+ ∑
g∈[G]\I i
gg
(
θ i−1g
) (18)
which is used in the update rule (2). The PS also updates
the variables {θ ig = θ i−1g }g∈[G]\I i and {θ ig = θ i }g∈I i . The full
algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Remark 2: As discussed, LAGC generalizes both LAG and
GC: when choosing MG = M and ξ = 0, LAGC reduces to
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Algorithm 1 LAGC
1: Input: number of groups G = M/MG , stepsize α > 0,
smoothness constants {Lg}Gg=1, number of nonstraggling
servers per group F ≥ MG − rG +1 (rG = min{r, MG})
2: Initialize: θ , {θ0g}Gg=1
3: repeat i = 1
4: for each group Gg that satisfies (17)
5: 
 all the workers in Gg download θ i from the PS
6: 
 all workers in Gg compute the gradient gg(θ i )
7: 
 the F fastest workers send GC-encoded functions
{ f im} to the PS
8: the PS recovers gradients {gg(θ i )}g∈I i using GC
decoding and estimates gˆ(θ i ) using (18)
9: the PS updates θ i via (2) and sets {θ ig = θ i−1g }g∈[G]\I i
10: until convergence criterion is satisfied
Algorithm 2 G-LAG
1: Input: number of groups G = M/MG , stepsize α > 0,
smoothness constants {Lg}Gg=1, number of nonstraggling
servers per group F ≥ 1 (rG = MG)
2: Initialize: θ , {θ0g}Gg=1
3: repeat i = 1
4: for each group Gg that satisfies (17)
5: 
 all the workers in Gg download θ i from the PS
6: 
 all workers in Gg compute the gradient gg(θ i )
7: 
 the fastest worker sends gg(θ i ) directly to the PS
8: the PS aggregates gradients {gg(θ i)}g∈I i and estimates
gˆ(θ i) using (18)
9: the PS updates θ i via (2) and sets {θ ig = θ i−1g }g∈[G]\I i
10: until convergence criterion is satisfied
GC, while setting MG = 1 recovers LAG. Intermediate values
of MG yield novel schemes.
Remark 3: Setting the number of groups to be smaller or
equal to the storage redundancy, i.e., MG ≤ r , yields a novel
scheme that does not require coding within each group, while
still benefiting from both robustness to stragglers and reduced
computation complexity. With this choice, each worker m ∈ Gg
stores the entire data partition Dg for group g ∈ [G]. Hence,
for each selected group Gg with g ∈ I i , the PS only needs
to wait for the fastest worker (i.e., F = 1), since the latter
can send the desired gradient f im = gg(θ i ) directly to the PS.
To highlight the fact that no coding is involved, we refer to
this set of schemes as G-LAG (Algorithm 2). We note that
setting ξ = 0, and hence selecting all groups at all times,
G-LAG reduces to grouped-GD (G-GD) [9].
Example: Consider M = 6 workers and storage redundancy
r = 2. In this case, MG can take values MG = 2 or 3, apart
from the cases MG = 1 and 6, corresponding to LAG and
GC, respectively. For MG = 2, we have the G-LAG scheme
described in Remark 3, whereby each worker in each group
can store the entire data partition of that group and no coding
is necessary, as shown in Fig. 5(a). In the example of Fig. 5(a),
the PS selects only group G1 using condition (17), and the PS
obtains g1(θ i) = f i1 directly from the fastest worker in G1.
Fig. 5. LAGC with two different grouping strategies. (a) MG = 2.
(b) MG = 3.
For MG = 3, the workers are clustered into two groups and the
partition for each group is divided into two parts, each stored
at two workers with redundancy rG = 2, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
In the illustration of Fig. 5(b), only group 1 satisfies condition
(17). Hence, workers 1, 2, and 3 in group G1 download the
model θ i from the PS, and the PS waits for the fastest F = 2 ≥
MG − rG +1 workers to finish their computations. GC is used
to recover the gradient g1(θ i ) from group G1. By summing
up the outdated partial g2(θ i−12 ), the PS estimates the global
gradient as gˆ(θ i) = g1(θ i ) + g2(θ i−12 ).
V. ANALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the time complexity (10), com-
munication complexity (11), and computation complexity (12)
of all the schemes considered earlier, which are summarized
in Table II. Note that, as a reference, we also study standard
GD, which is a special case of GC without data redundancy,
i.e., with r = 1; and G-GD, which, as seen, is an extreme case
of G-LAG where all the groups are active at each iteration.
The results of the analysis in this section are summarized in
Section V-D via numerical illustrations.
In order to derive the mentioned metrics, we first discuss
the iteration complexity I in (6). A standard result is that GD
has iteration complexity
I GD = ¯I = κ log
(
	L0

)
(19)
with κ = L/µ being the condition number for the training
empirical loss (1) and 	L0 = L(θ0) − L(θ∗) being the
difference between the loss L(θ0) at the initial iteration θ0
and the loss at the optimal point θ∗ [44]. We note that this
result is obtained by choosing a stepsize α < 1/L. By con-
structions, GC and G-GD have the same iteration complexity
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TABLE II
SUMMARY OF TECHNIQUES CONSIDERED IN THIS WORKER
I GC = I G−GD = ¯I . For LAG, as shown in [10], by choosing
the stepsize as α < 1/L, we have the iteration complexity
I LAG =
¯I
αL
(20)
which shows the same scaling with  and κ as GD. Finally, for
LAGC, the iteration complexity is by construction equivalent
to that of LAG with G workers. In fact, since LAGC treats
each group of workers as a single worker, its operation is
equivalent to a system with a smaller number of workers.
Given that the iteration complexity of LAG does not depend
on the number of workers, we have I LAGC = I LAG = ¯I/(αL).
A. Wall-Clock Time Complexity
We proceed to analyze the average wall-clock time complex-
ity (10). To elaborate, we define as Ta:b the ath order statistics
of i.i.d. variables {Ti}bi=1, that is, the ath smallest value in
the set {Ti}bi=1, where a and b are two integers satisfying
a ≤ b. The average ¯Ta:b = E[Ta:b] can be written in closed
form for the two representative distributions considered here.
In particular, we have
¯Ta:b(r) := E[Ta:b] = ηr(Hb − Hb−a) (21)
for the case of exponential distribution with mean ηr [45],
where Ha = ∑ak=1 1/k is the ath harmonic number; and
¯Ta:b(r) := E[Ta:b]
= ηr(1 − β)
β

(b − a + 1 − 1/β)
(n + 1)

(b − a + 1)
(b + 1 − 1/β) (22)
for the case of Pareto distribution with scale-shape pair
(ηr(β − 1)/β, β) with β > 1, where 
(x) is Gamma function
given by 
(x) = ∫∞0 t x−1e−t dt [46]. Note that both averages
(21) and (22) increase with the mean ηr of each variable Ti
and with b. To ease the notation, we also write ¯Ta(r) = ¯Ta:a(r)
in the following.
GD: The average runtime of each iteration for GD is given
as ¯TM(1), since the PS waits for all M servers to complete
their computations at each iteration and no computational
redundancy is leveraged, i.e., r = 1. This yields the overall
runtime
¯T G D = ¯I ¯TM(1). (23)
GC: With GC, at each iteration i ∈ I GC , the PS waits only
for the set MiU of the fastest F ≥ M −r +1 workers to finish
their computations, yielding the average runtime ¯TF :M . As a
result, the overall runtime is given as
¯T GC = ¯I ¯TF :M(r). (24)
Comparing with (23), GC can reduce the time complexity if
¯TF :M(r) < ¯TM(1).
LAG: At each iteration i ∈ I LAG of the LAG scheme
which assumes r = 1, all the selected workers in subset
MiU have to complete their computations, yielding the average
runtime ¯T|MiU |(1). From [10, Lemma 4], given an integer
d ∈ {0, 1, . . . , D}, a worker with smoothness parameter Lm
satisfying the inequalities
¯L2d+1 < L
2
m <
¯L2d, with ¯L
2
d =
ξ
Ddα2 M2
(25)
is selected in at most I LAG /(d + 1) iterations. A larger
smoothness constant, and hence, a less sensitive gradient cause
a worker to be selected less frequently. Using this result,
we can bound the average number (1/I LAG )
∑I LAG
i=1 |MiU | of
selected servers per iteration as
1
I LAG
I LAG∑
i=1
|MiU | ≤ M
D∑
d=0
h(d)
d + 1 :=
¯M ≤ M (26)
where we have defined the function h(d) = (1/M)∑
m∈M 1( ¯L2d+1 < L2m < ¯L2d) with ¯L0 = ¯L D+1 = 0. Note that
function h(d) indicates the fraction of the workers satisfying
condition (25). Therefore, parameter ¯M increases when all
smoothness constant {Lm} decrease. From [10], we have that∑D
d=0 h(d)/(d + 1) ≤ 1, i.e., ¯M ≤ M . As proved in the
Appendix, the bound (26) can be used in turn to bound the
overall time as
¯T LAG =
I LAG∑
i=1
¯T|MiU | ≤
¯I
αL
¯T
¯M(1). (27)
Comparing with (23), we see that LAG can only decrease the
time complexity as compared with GD if α ≈ 1/L and the
smoothness constant {Lm} are large.
G-GD: Based on grouping, at each iteration i , the PS waits
for the fastest F ≥ MG −rG+1 workers in each group to finish
their computations. Hence, the runtime T Gg for each group is
the F th order statistic of the random times {Ti}i∈Gg of the
workers in group Gg . In a manner similar to (21) and (22),
we define ¯T Ga:MG (r) to be the expectation of the ath order
statistics of the random variables {T Gg }MGg=1, and we denote
¯T GMG :MG (r) = ¯T GMG (r). Unlike (21) and (22), this expectation
does not generally have a closed form, but it can be computed
numerically as
¯T Ga:MG (r) =
∫ +∞
0
(
1 − (FG(x))a)dx, (28)
where we have defined the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) FG(x) = ∑MGj=F (MGj )(F(x)) j(1 − F(x))MG− j of each
variable T Gg [47]. With these definitions, the overall runtime
of G-GD is given as
¯T G−G D = I G−G D ¯T GMG = ¯I ¯T GMG . (29)
Based on (29), G-GD can reduce the time complexity if
¯T GMG (r) < ¯TM(r).
LAGC: At each iteration i ∈ I LAGC , LAGC selects a
subset I i of groups Gg with g ∈ I i . Using the same
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approach discussed earlier from [10], the average group size
(1/I LAGC )
∑I LAGC
i=1 |I i | can be upper bounded as
1
I LAGC
I LAGC∑
i=1
|I i | ≤ G
D∑
d=0
hG(d)
d + 1 :=
¯G ≤ G (30)
where we have defined the function hG(d) = (1/G)∑
g∈[G] 1( ¯L2G,d+1 < L2g < ¯L2G,d), with ¯L2G,d = ξ/(Ddα2G2)
and ¯LG,0 = ¯LG,D+1 = 0. This distribution has the same inter-
pretation given earlier for function h(d), with groups replac-
ing workers. Similarly, we have that
∑D
d=0 hG(d)/(d + 1),
i.e., ¯G ≤ G. To allow all the selected groups in subset I i
to complete the computations, the average runtime of each
iteration is given as ¯T G|I i |:MG (r). As a result, the overall average
runtime can be upper bounded as
¯T LAGC =
I LAGC∑
i=1
¯T G|I i | ≤
¯I
αL
¯T G
¯G (r). (31)
Comparing with (23), LAGC can hence outperform GD in
terms of time complexity if ¯T G
¯G (r)/(αL) ≤ ¯TM(1).
B. Communication Complexity
We proceed to investigate communication complexity.
GD: With the conventional GD, the overall communication
load is given as
¯CG D = E
⎡
⎣ I GD∑
i=1
|MiD| + |MiU |
⎤
⎦ = 2M ¯I (32)
since all M workers download and upload model parameters
from the PS.
GC: At each iteration i ∈ I GC of GC, there are |MiD| = M
workers downloading the model parameter and |MiU | = F
workers uploading the computed results. Hence, the overall
communication load is given as
¯CGC = E
⎡
⎣ I GC∑
i=1
|MiD| + |MiU |
⎤
⎦ = ¯I(M + F). (33)
Comparing (33) with (35), we observe that GC reduces the
communication complexity by a factor 2/(1 + F/M), which
can be as large as 2 if F/M is small enough.
LAG: At each iteration i ∈ I LAG of LAG, all the workers
in subset MiD download from the PS and also upload model
parameters to the PS. Hence, the overall communication load
is given as
¯CLAG = E
⎡
⎣I LAG∑
i=1
|MiD| + |MiU |
⎤
⎦
= 2E
⎡
⎣I LAG∑
i=1
|MiU |
⎤
⎦ ≤ 2 ¯M ¯I
αL
(34)
with ¯M defined in (26). Since we have ¯M ≤ M , LAG can
reduce the communication complexity as long as αL is not
too small.
G-GD: With G-GD, the overall communication load within
I G−GD iterations is given as
¯CG−GD = E
⎡
⎣I G−GD∑
i=1
|MiD| + |MiU |
⎤
⎦
= (M + G(MG − rG + 1)) ¯I (35)
since all M workers download the model parameters but only
the fastest MG − rG + 1 workers in each group upload the
computed results. Hence, G-GD reduces the communication
complexity as compared with GD by a factor that increases
with the computation redundancy factor rG .
LAGC: At each iteration i ∈ ILAGC of LAGC, |I i | groups of
workers are chosen to download the model parameter, which
amount to |MiD| = |I i |MG . In each group, F ≥ MG − rG + 1
workers upload their computations, yielding |MiU | = |I i |F .
As a result, the overall communication complexity within ILAG
iterations is given as
¯CLAGC = E
⎡
⎣I LAGC∑
i=1
|MiD| + |MiU |
⎤
⎦
= E
⎡
⎣I LAGC∑
i=1
|I i |(MG + F)
⎤
⎦
≤ (MG + F) ¯G
¯I
αL
(36)
with ¯G defined in (30). Since the average number
MG ¯G ≤ MG G = M of selected workers for download and
the number F ¯G ≤ M of selected workers for upload are both
no larger than the total number M of workers, LAGC can
outperform GD in terms of communication complexity when
αL is close to one.
C. Computation Complexity
Finally, we evaluate the computation complexity (12).
GD: The overall computation complexity over I G D itera-
tions for GD is given as
¯PG D = E
⎡
⎣ I GD∑
i=1
1
M
|MiD|
⎤
⎦ = ¯I (37)
since the gradient for each data point is computed as each
iteration.
GC: With a data redundancy r ≤ 1 at the workers,
the overall computation complexity of GC is given as
¯PGC = E
⎡
⎣ I GC∑
i=1
r
M
|MiD|
⎤
⎦ = r ¯I . (38)
The computation load of GC is, hence, r times that of GD.
LAG: The overall computation complexity of LAG is simi-
larly bounded as
¯PLAG = E
⎡
⎣I LAG∑
i=1
1
M
|MiD|
⎤
⎦ ≤ ¯M
M
¯I
αL
. (39)
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Therefore, LAG can reduce the computation complexity if αL
is close to one.
G-GD: The overall computation complexity of G-GD is
given as
¯PG−GD = E
⎡
⎣I G−GD∑
i=1
rG
M
|MiD|
⎤
⎦ = rG ¯I (40)
yielding an increase equal to rG in computation complexity.
LAGC: Finally, the overall computation complexity of
LAGC is bounded as
¯PLAGC = E
⎡
⎣I LAGC∑
i=1
rG
M
|MiD|
⎤
⎦ ≤ rG MG ¯G
M
¯I
αL
. (41)
Since we have the inequality MG ¯G/M ≤ 1 due to adaptive
selection, LAGC can reduce the computation complexity of
GC when the average number ¯G of groups satisfies the
inequality ¯G ≤ M2/(MGrG) as long as αL ≈ 1.
D. Numerical Illustration
We now provide an illustration of the relative performance
of the considered schemes. To this end, we consider a linear
regression model y = θT x, where input x is an input vector
obtained by pre-processing a vectorized 784 × 1 handwritten
digit image from the Modified National Institute of Standards
and Technology (MNIST) data set. Specifically, the MNIST
training data set of 60 000 examples is divided into S = 20
partitions of equal size, each including 3 000 images, for each
digit 0, 1, . . . , 9. Each partition Ds , with s = 1, . . . , S is
processed as in [10] such that the smoothness constant of the
corresponding loss function is set to be equal Ls = (1.3s−1 +
1)2. The loss function Ls(θ) is given as Ls(θ) = ||Xsθ−ys||2,
where Xs is the 3000 × 784 input matrix for the sth partition
Ds (with each input corresponding to a row of Xs ) and the
target vector ys is given as ys = Xsθ∗ for a randomly gen-
erated ground-truth parameter vector θ∗ with i.i.d. zero-mean
unitary power Gaussian entries. We consider the most recent
D = 10 iterations to approximate the gradient norm square.
Furthermore, for the computing times, the Pareto distribution
has shape parameter α = 1.1 and scale parameter 0.005/α,
and the exponential distribution has mean parameter 0.05.
We evaluate the complexity measures derived above—using
the bounds (27), (31), (39), and (41) for LAG and LAGC—
for redundancy r = 4 for GC and LAGC and hyperparameters
η = 0.05, β = 1.1, and ξ = 1. We also set F = 17 for GC and
F = MG−rG+1 for G-GD and LAGC with MG set to different
values. Time, communication and computation complexities of
GD, GC, LAC, G-GD, and LAGC for different values of MG
with Pareto distribution and exponential distribution are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. As discussed, in Figs. 6 and 7,
when MG = 1 and MG = M , LAGC coincides with LAG
and GC, respectively, while, when for MG ≤ r = 4, we have
the (uncoded) G-LAG scheme in Remark 3.
We first consider computing times with Pareto distribution.
The high tail of the Pareto distribution entails a high proba-
bility that some workers are significantly slower than the rest.
As seen in Fig. 6, in this case, both G-GD and GC have a
Fig. 6. Time, communication, and computation complexity measures for
GD, GC, LAG and LAGC that guarantees the -optimality gap with  = 10−8
under the Pareto distribution for the workers’ computing times.
Fig. 7. Time, communication, and computation complexity measures for GD,
GC, LAG, and LAGC that guarantees the -optimality gap with  = 10−8
under the exponential distribution for the workers’ computing times.
lower time complexity than both GD and LAG thanks to their
robustness to stragglers (recall Table I): Although each active
worker executes more computations, the reduced requirements
on the number of workers that need to complete their com-
putations offset the increased per-server computation load.
However, this wall-clock time saving implies a tradeoff with
the computation complexity, which is increased. Furthermore,
G-GD outperforms GC in all metrics, since more stragglers
can be tolerated thanks to grouping for without increasing
the computational redundancy. LAG has a larger wall-clock
time complexity as compared with G-GD and GC, but it
can significantly reduce both communication and computation
complexities by selecting a reduced number of workers to be
active. The proposed LAGC scheme is seen to be able to
harness both the robustness to stragglers of GC and G-GD,
which requires a larger MG and the reduced communication
and computation complexity of LAG, which requires a smaller
MG . In fact, in line with the comparison between G-GD and
GC, we observe that G-LAG—the special case of LAGC that
only with grouping and adaptive selection—yields the best
overall performance.
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Fig. 8. Loss function L(t), communication load C(t), and computation load
P(t) versus wall-clock time t with the Pareto distribution for the computing
times.
We now consider the performance under the exponential
distribution for the workers’ computing times. This distribution
has a lower tail, and hence, the workers have compara-
ble computing times with a higher probability than for the
Pareto distribution. In this case, in stark contrast to Figs. 6
and 7 shows that GC does not improve the time complex-
ity since the cost resulting from computational redundancy
does not offset the savings accrued thanks to the mitigation
of stragglers. As compared with LAG, G-GD provides a
reduction in wall-clock time due to its stronger ability to
tolerate stragglers, implying a tradeoff with the increasing
computation complexity. LAG outperforms schemes based
solely on grouping or coding in terms of communication and
computation complexity. Finally, the proposed G-LAG out-
performs all other schemes in terms of computation and time
complexities while requiring a larger computation complexity
than LAG.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical examples in order to
illustrate the loss function L(t) in (9), communication load
Fig. 9. Loss function L(t), communication load C(t), and computation
load P(t) versus wall-clock time t with the exponential distribution for the
computing times.
C(t) in (7), and computation load P(t) in (8) as function
of wall-clock time t for the considered training strategies.
We adopt the same linear regression setup described in
Section V-D with Pareto and exponential distributions for the
random computing times of the workers. In Figs. 8 and 9,
we plot the mentioned metrics averaged over 100 random
realization of the computing times for GD, GC, LAG, G-GD,
LAGC with MG = 5 > r , and G-LAG with MG = r . We note
that each curve terminates at the time when the -optimality
is achieved.
Confirming the conclusion from the analysis in Section V-D,
under Pareto computing times, the loss functions of GC,
G-GD, LAGC, and G-LAG decrease significantly faster than
GD and LAG thanks to their robustness to stragglers, as shown
in Fig. 8, with G-LAG yielding the steepest descent. LAG
is seen to be effective in reducing the communication and
computation loads per unit of time. However, G-LAG yields a
small overall communication complexity, at the cost of a large
computation due to the smaller time for iteration afforded by
its robustness to stragglers.
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We now turn to consider exponential computing times.
In this regard, Fig 9 verifies the conclusion based on the
analysis in Section V-D that coding is not advantageous in
terms of any performance metric with respect to GC. In con-
trast, G-GD can be significantly more time efficient due to its
stronger robustness to stragglers. By using adaptive selection,
the communication loads of LAG, LAGC and G-LAG increase
with similar rates as a function of t , but G-LAG has a smaller
communication complexity due to the smaller time complexity.
Finally, due to computational redundancy, G-LAG, GC, and
LAGC have higher computation loads than the other schemes.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we explored the trade-off among wall-
clock time, communication, and computation requirements
for gradient-based distributed learning by leveraging coding,
grouping, and adaptive selection. As summarized in Table I,
both coding and grouping provide robustness to stragglers,
while the adaptive selection is beneficial to reduce communica-
tion and computation loads. We proposed two novel strategies
that aim at integrating the benefits of both types of approaches.
Through analysis and numerical results, we have concluded
that, when the distribution of the computing times of the
workers has a low tail, the advantage of straggler mitigation
via coding does not compensate for the increased computation
load even in terms of wall-clock runtime. In contrast, for
both high- and low-tail distributions of the computing times,
the proposed G-LAG was seen to strike a desirable balance in
terms of wall-clock time and communication overhead, with
only a limited increase in computation cost.
This work leaves open a number of research directions.
First, it would be interesting to combine stochastic GC [14],
[15], [17] with grouping and adaptive selection. Second,
the potential advantages of the techniques considered here
should be reconsidered for asynchronous implementations,
where any server can compute the gradient and send an
update to the PS without waiting for the other servers [38].
Lastly, a related issue would be to introduce data privacy
requirements [48].
APPENDIX
PROOF OF BOUNDS (27) AND (31)
Define as F(x) the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of each variable Ti . From [49, Lemma 2], we have the equality
¯Ta − ¯Ta−1 =
∫ +∞
−∞
Fa−1(x)[1 − F(x)]dx . (42)
From (42), since 0 ≤ F(x) ≤ 1, the function ¯Ta has
decreasing increments in a, and hence, it is discrete concave
[50]. It follows that for any integers ai ≤ b with ∑Ki=1 ai = Sa ,
we have Jensen’s inequality:
¯T Sa
K
≥ 1
K
K∑
i=1
¯Tai (43)
as long as Sa/K is an integer. In order to apply (43),
we define ai = |MiU | and K = |ILAG |. We then have the
desired inequality in (27). Bound (31) follows from the same
argument.
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